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the heidelberg team entered the challenge among some of the biggest names in 3d graphics
and animation and won a leading position in the international competition on screen-based
user experience (vbui 2012). this is the first time this challenge has been held within the

framework of the corporate vivid technology week; the event was recently designated official
bundesliga location by the board of directors. one of the most successful conferences in the
field of urban mobility was held in november 2013 in düsseldorf at the new 24- hour traffic

center of the rhein-main-verkehrsverbund (rmv). we would like to thank all event participants
for their interest in the conference and for the high degree of interest they showed and the

various feedbacks. vivid technology week graz celebrated its second edition in november 2013.
the siemens business unit in graz built on the success of the first year, and the event moved

from the scc campus to the boschplatz in central graz. we would like to thank the event
partners for the close collaboration. in conjunction with the 19th german book fair (deutsche

buchmesse), the vivid team produced an exhibition, titled 'the power of imaging - the siemens
transport center'. the exhibition presented six theme areas: digitalisation, medical imaging,
automotive, energy, security and space-related topics. the platforms explained how siemens

and other industry players (oems, suppliers and distribution partners) use these data-intensive
technologies in passenger cars, industrial trucks, oil and gas equipment and ships and

delivered an insight into how they are implemented.
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the app puts drivers immediately and transparently in the car, regardless of whether they are
using their phones or tablets. once called, the app is waiting for a light to appear, like a digital
dashboard that tells them what is wrong. the app is tied directly to the various instruments and

systems on a vehicle, so it knows which ones to ask. it knows what the possible responses
could be. it tells the driver what level is appropriate for the response. the app gives drivers
immediate access to a complete list of dashboard symbols and warnings, and their possible

combinations. the meaning of each light is explained, along with the required action. it covers
an average of 2530 warning lights for all makes featured in workshopdata. the information is

based on the original manufacturers documentation (oem) and is available for iphone and
android. haynespro is europe's leading provider of online automotive data. to make sure our

technical information is up to date and accurate, we have entered into contractual
arrangements with most vehicle manufacturers. unless otherwise indicated, the data included

in workshopdata is based on the technical documentation provided by the vehicle
manufacturers. to all of the origins' products, their qualities and the accessories they offer.

their own products are not yet mentioned in this catalog. you find among them all the
materials needed to realize the greatest variety of props. for example, the large format sheets
can be cut at any size. the same applies to the masks, costumes, masks and costumes. so, it is

worthwhile to have a look. 5ec8ef588b
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